Agenda – September 30th Meeting

Conservation development: evaluating an emerging approach for sustaining biodiversity and human communities in rapidly changing landscapes
SoGES Global Challenges Research Team Meeting

Location: Rockwell Hall West and Avogadro’s Number
Room 119, Colorado State University

Date: Friday, September 30, 3:30 – 5:00 pm

Meeting goals:
1) Introduce new group members, discuss purpose of the group, and strategies for 2011-2012
2) Update the group on the literature review findings and progress
3) Discuss the case study’s progress, including the sales transactions and demographic analyses
4) Update the group on our GCRT’s outreach efforts

Introductions:
3:30 pm Welcome, introductions of group members

Literature Review:
3:50 pm Literature Review subgroup update (Liba Pejchar)

Case Study:
4:10 pm Case Study subgroup update
• Update on data collected and analyzed to date (Lindsay Ex)
• Overview of case study goals and products (Sarah Reed, Lindsay Ex)
• Discuss the sales transaction analyses (Chris Hannum)
• Discuss the demographic analyses (Miranda Mockrin)

Outreach:
4:30 pm Discussion of GCRT outreach efforts
• RMLUI – Rocky Mountain Land Use Institute Conference session (Sarah Reed)
• AAG – Association of American Geographers presentation (Miranda Mockrin)
• SCB-NA - Society for Conservation Biology symposium proposal (Sarah Reed)
• Other meetings we should consider?
• Learning Network (Lindsay Ex)
  ▪ Update the group on funding and project goals
  ▪ Solicit input for an undergraduate assistant

5:00 pm Social Hour at Avogadro’s Number